Listing of printable items
available as PDFs online at

P1: Featured zines, booklets, pamphlets

My Entry into Aboriginal Understanding
A collection of articles on Indigenous self-determination and
sovereignty, rights, resistance, language, and culture.

Activism Course eBook/booklet
Contains much of what was covered in the Fall 2011 grassroots
community Activism Course: Building a Better World that I led.
Also with four appendices and a full page of additional resources.

Sacred Waterfalls Site - Annotated Resource Guide
Context of the sacred Chaudière Falls site in Ottawa/ Gatineau - or
Akikpautik / Asinabka / Akikpautik in the Algonquin language -
and an overview of efforts to protect it from the Zibi development.

Organized Anarchism in the Anti-Capitalist Struggle
"Why we need organization – and principles to follow"
A pamphlet, co-written with members of the Common Cause
Ottawa anarchist organization, that later became a chapter in the

Anti-oppressive Facilitation Guide
How to make meetings more fun, effective, participatory, and just.
A selection from AORTA, Anti-Oppression Resource and Training
Alliance, with some additional content. <Creative Commons>

Radical Mental Health
Short selected excerpts from the Mindful Occupation: Rising Up
Without Burning Out book. <Creative commons>

Algonquin Land Claim for Eastern Ontario pamphlet
A short explainer of this neglected yet important issue, from the
perspective of opposing the ceding of Aboriginal title in Ottawa
and elsewhere. Analysis from Heather Majaury and Russ Diabo.

Idle No More pamphlet
"Resetting and Restoring the Relationship between Indigenous
Peoples and Canada" By Taiaiake Alfred & Tobold Rollo. EN FR SP
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P2: Featured articles (2- or 4-page PDFs)

Solidarity with the people and social movements of Brazil
From early 2019: Under the fascist rule of Bolsonaro. Analysis from
Brazilians and local Ottawa academics. With links to references + orgs

New StatsCan Data on Indigenous Suicide Crisis in Canada
In-depth analysis of 2019 report = more comprehensive picture than
previously available, since health authorities aren't tracking numbers.

Addressing the Crises of Indigenous Suicide in Canada
Featuring the work of Dying To Please You co-authors Shaunessy
McKay and Roland Chrisjohn, as well as the We Matter organization.

Expanding the Conversation: MMIMB
Information on Murdered and Missing Indigenous Men and Boys,
of which there are more than MMIWG but with less awareness.

How can we make our media more effective in contributing
to social change?
Specifically for people who make media with the intent to help create
positive social change, and secondarily for those in social movements.

Protecting the Chaudière Falls Sacred Site from Developers
Two articles: 2014 after the rezoning; 2016 for the It Is Sacred walk

Call Us Crazy
"Mad movements organize against ableism, mentalism and more"
Was the cover story for The Dominion magazine’s 10th anniversary

Residential Schools: Addressing a Lasting Legacy
A report from the Quebec 2013 National Event of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada, featuring survivors’
testimonies and video interview with TRC Chair Murray Sinclair.

Supporting Independent Media to Grow
Innovative funding models along with public policy support ideas.

Nutrition: it’s good for you. Your food, your life, your choice
Eating for energy and health: principles & implemetation. Top-notch!